
Warning signal for customers using Linksys routers

Consumers running Linksys routers may be at risk as two of its models have been found to be vulnerable
to active attacks due to existing flaws. It is worrisome that the attackers could remotely access the
router and exploit it. Therefore, it is advisable for owners and administrators of Linksys routers to take
quick actions by updating and securing their routers.

According to SANS institutes Internet Storm Center, there have been reports that Linksys E1000 and
E1200 are prone to mass attacks on its remote access vulnerability. An ISP administrator in Wyoming
produced these reports, which claim the networks running Linksys routers are compromised. The
reports bought to light that the flawed router saturated the available bandwidth by scanning network
traffic rapidly on port 80/8080. In some cases, the DNS settings were manipulated too. The real cause of
the flaw is not known yet; but, the odds are good that systems using home network administration
protocol (HNAP) have a higher risk of vulnerability. SANS also revealed that E1200 routers having the
most recent 2.0.06 firmware version are apparently protected from attacks. However, E1000 routers
retain the vulnerability even with the latest firmware version being installed.

Linksys did not respond to confirm the reports yet. Dr. Johannes Ullrich, who is the chief research officer
at SANS Institute, recommends the owners and administrators of the affected routers to enforce stricter
administrative access controls. “They should either disable the remote admin functionality, or restrict it
to IP addresses from which the routers can be accessed," Ullrich shared.  It has not been long since
routers made by Cisco, which is the parent company of Linksys, were faced with security vulnerabilities.
At that time, some of Cisco's small business products were discovered to be affected by those flaws but
Linksys' products proved to be unaffected.


